
Frequently Asked Questions on Issue 4  

What will happen to the soccer fields and MYBA gym if we build a new school at the 

Memorial property?  

The plan includes trying to save some of the existing soccer fields. In addition, the new middle 

school will have many more athletic fields.  The new elementary will  have a full size gym, which can 

be used to house MYBA and other programs.  Youth sports programs are an important part of 

Madison and will not be displaced. 

Why a new elementary in the south but not the north?  

Our community asked for a plan with less expense and neighborhood schools.  HNK is in poorest 

condition, and MMS is worth saving (with some parts just built in 1995) .  We would never provide 

for  ½ of the children of Madison and not the other. We are here for all kids. Our current middle 

school can be converted to a very nice upgraded elementary building.  Everyone benefits from 

upgraded buildings for all K-5 and 6-8 kids. This is the recommendation of the facilities committee 

in thinking of our community as a whole, kids and taxpayers. 

How much will our new schools cost us?  

$9.63/mo. for every $100,000 in property value- less if you qualify for the Homestead Exemption. 

The tax is delayed until 2013. Passing Issue 4 will save us from making costly repairs to our current 

buildings.  

Why are we doing this now? Can't we just try again another time when the economy is 

better?  

We are very confident that the OSFC program will run out of money before we have that chance. 

There are 40 schools on the list to do a project this year, first come first serve. The OSFC has already 

stated that they don't have the money to do all 40.  Thankfully, we are number 3 on the list!  We feel 

this is realistically our last chance. We realize the timing is not the best, but this is our chance to 

take advantage of the state’s offer to pay 49%. 

Will there be a model for people to see?   

We know you want to see it..so do we! A model of both the new middle and elementary schools 

including their surrounding green space and new athletic fields is being worked on by our 

architects right now and will be available soon.  It will be on the districts web site (madison-

lake.k12.oh.us) as well as posted in our existing buildings and around town. 

 Will there be any ”culture” preserved from the old schools that will be incorporated into the 

new buildings? 

Many of us have fond memories of our old buildings. We will be using some special artifacts from 

our buildings in the new ones. We realize the sentimental value and appreciate the fact that our 

architects have experience in preserving history. Issue 4, unlike the campus, keeps our 

neighborhood elementary schools, which we realize is very important to Madison. 
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What will we do with the old buildings (HNK , NME)? 

We have some options.  The stat will pay 49% of the cost of raising the buildings.  This is attractive 

because it may help us sell the properties more quickly and will allow us to avoid paying insurance 

on buildings that are not in use.  However, if we have a potential buyer that wants the buildings, we 

will certainly consider leaving them. 

How long will the 49% match from the state be good ? 

The state assures us that, when the vote passes, the millage needed for the entire project will be 

earmarked for us.  By doing the project in two phases we significantly lower the initial millage 

making the project more realistic.  The second phase of the project is something we can evaluate 

together, as a community, when the time arises. Right now we are focusing on our most pressing 

concerns, an over- crowded middle school and our old elementary buildings. 

How will we avoid the poor construction issues other districts are facing? 

We are fortunate that at this point construction costs are low so we will be able to take advantage of 

the lowest and best bid.  In the past, school districts were faced with high construction costs so the 

lowest bid won out despite the fact it may not have been the best.  There are many companies 

looking for work right now.  It’s a buyer’s market. 

Where will the Pre-K and the other programs held in the existing Memorial Complex be 

placed? 

The Pre-K, ABLE program, latchkey and the administrative offices will be placed in the existing 

Redbird Elementary.  This makes good use of a building we already own but does not have the 

capacity for all the students the second elementary will need to hold. 

How will current Madison School staffing be affected? 

We know that our staff is a biggest reason our district is successful and so loved by our community.  

It is our mission to keep what we currently have to the best of our ability.  We care for our teachers 

and support staff as much as the students and parents do. 

How can you assure the public that we will be able to keep the new buildings running when 

other districts seem to be having trouble keeping up with their new expenses? 

In trying to prevent this problem, the state has required that our project include a maintenance 

fund.  Our total millage for the first segment is 3.33 mills and is made up of 2.83 mills for the Bond 

Issue and ½ mill for maintenance. 
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Why is renovation of HNK and Memorial not an option?  

Two separate firms have evaluated our buildings and have reported that renovating will cost more 

than 75% of the price of a new building.  If we wanted, the state would give us money toward 

renovation.  The issue is what happens after you start renovating.  If we encounter a problem above 

and beyond what our plans states, we then are shouldered with 100% of the cost.  Because our 

buildings are so old and so deteriorated, it is very hard to plan for such unforeseeable costs.   

What types of modern technology and security will be in place? 

The buildings will be built with security in mind first, from the placement of the main entrance and 

office to proper safeguards throughout the buildings.   Our buildings currently do not have the 

technological capabilities we need. New buildings we will be able to have the proper placement of 

computers, smartboards and other learning tools as part of their plan.   

What is Issue 3? 

Issue 3 is a renewal and will NOT raise taxes.  It is our way of benefiting from the Perry Power Plant.  

We share tax dollars with Perry and Painesville, and for every $1 Madison tax payers give, we get $2 in 

return.  This issue means $1.7 million in operating revenue and is critical to the running of our district. 

If we can renovate the middle school for elementary kids, why isn’t it good enough to be our middle 

school? 

It’s really a space issue.  The middle school is not large enough to hold all of the middle school students 

we have.  The hallways are too narrow and the cafeteria is not sufficient.  The building was designed for 

several hundred fewer students than we currently have.  We need a larger building. 

Will we get All Day Kindergarten with the Bond Issue? 

The state is requiring All Day Kindergarten, so we will be providing it with or without Issue 4.  What the 

bond issue gives us is the adequate space to house the program.  Without it, we will be “squeezing it in”, 

meaning art rooms and music rooms may be gone.  Some kindergarteners might need to go to the 

Memorial building instead of their “assigned” elementary school.  The new buildings will provide the 

space for all day kindergarten without displacing other programs and further cramping kids. 

What happens if we don’t pass the bond issue? 

One way or another, our buildings need attention. If we don’t take advantage of the state program, 

Madison residents will have to shoulder 100% of the responsibility.  Doing nothing is no longer an 

option.  
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How old are our buildings? 

Some of these buildings have had renovations or additions, but the original construction dates are: 

High School  1971 

Middle School 1961 

Homer Nash Kimball 1928 

North Madison Elementary 1932 

Red Bird Elementary 1959 

Memorial Complex 1921 

 

What about the projected deficit? 

We are very aware of the projected deficit and are working hard on our budget.  The deficit was 

originally $3.2 million.  Through cost reductions and reserve usage, we have it down to roughly $1.2 

million. We are continuing to focus on finding ways to improve our financial outlook and will keep 

everyone informed on the progress.  With or without a deficit, our buildings need attention.  Passing 

Issue 4 will help reduce the overall burden on taxpayers. 

 

 


